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Acer Predator Aethon 700 keyboard Gaming QWERTY US English
Metallic

Brand : Acer Product code: GP.KBD11.01N

Product name : Predator Aethon 700

- Adjustable Switch Toggle for Tactile / Linear Press
- Rough-textured Volume Roller, Red/Blue Light Ring
- Full N-Key Rollover, 60M Keystroke Rated
- Per-key RGB Backlight, Predator QuarterMaster App
Acer Predator Aethon 700 Gaming Keyboard - PKW120, RGB, N-Key Rollover, 60M, GP.KBD11.01N
Acer Predator Aethon 700. Keyboard form factor: Full-size (100%), Keyboard key switch: Opto-
mechanical key switch, Keyboard layout: QWERTY. Backlight type: RGB LED, Wrist rest. Recommended
usage: Gaming. Product colour: Metallic

Keyboard

Recommended usage * Gaming
Keyboard key switch * Opto-mechanical key switch
Keyboard layout * QWERTY
Keyboard language * US English
Pointing device *
Keyboard form factor * Full-size (100%)
Numeric keypad *
Keyboard keys operating life 60 million characters
Windows keys
Programmable hot keys
Multimedia keys
Rollover N-key rollover
Country of origin China

Design

Backlight *
Backlight type RGB LED

Design

Adjustable backlight
Wrist rest
Product colour * Metallic
Surface coloration Monochromatic
Material Aluminium

Mouse

Mouse included *

Headset

Headset included

Weight & dimensions

Keyboard weight 1.65 kg

Packaging data

Quick start guide

Packaging content

Number of products included * 1 pc(s)

Packaging content Aethon PKW120 Gaming Keyboard;
Warranty Booklet; Quick Start Guide
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